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Evolution of Digital Society

Armin Nassehi: Patterns. Theory of the Digital Society, Cambridge: Polity Press 2023.

− Overcoming the understanding of digitization as a technical-media concept, one can ask how social 
development has made digitization so successful in the first place. 

− What is a digitalisation from a sociological perspective? 

− This can be answered in terms of the systems theory (N. Luhmann) by understanding digitization as 
a social function: Society creates a solution to deal with its own complexity by creating a system of 
complexity-reducing distinctions

− i. e., the analogue ,richness’ is converted into ,poor’ digital numbers that enable a system of 
unlimited combinations and identify significant patterns

− Why has digitalisation become necessary and successful? 



Evolution of Digital Society

− Patterns enable the function of social steering of the complex society

− Social parameters (gender, income, confession, residence) will be considered as distinct and 
relevant categories that could be recombined again and again to get a patterned idea of social 
structures (e.g., strata, classes, social groups, typical biographies)

− Thinking of society as society – and not as an imagined community such as nation, federation, 
Reich – it is necessary to recognize social structures. 

− The "first detection of society" took place in the 19th century (Nassehi)

− Hypothesis of the talk: If digitalisation began in the 19th century, it should be detectable in Swiss-
German educational discourses of this time



The new complexity around 1800
After the estate-based society:

− Compulsory education applies to the whole of society. 

− Steering measures are essential.

e. g., scholars are affecting actors in the formation of the society because 

− they dynamise the previous estate-based society through their places of work and tasks; 

− change their estates or belong to several estates through education and authorship; 

− distribute their knowledge and also the knowledge of the society about itself. 

Bosse, Heinrich. Bildungsrevolution 1170-1830. 2012. Heidelberg. [Revolution in Education]



Statistics and Society

− Statistics are gradually becoming public in the 19th Century (Foucault 2004; Hacking 1990), and this 
makes it possible to observe society, i.e. to obtain an idea of society 

− Detecting social statistical patterns in education

− Stapfer Enquête 1799 in Switzerland: one of the first standardised surveys on the school situation

− Stefano Franscini: e.g., founding of the Eidgenössische Hochschule and a massive influence on statistics in 
Switzerland

− A sharp rise in printed numbers as an index to digitalisation: 

“During the years 1820-1840 the rate of  increase in the printing of  numbers appears to be exponential whereas the 
rate of  increase in the printing of  words was merely linear.” 

(Ian Hacking, Biopower and the Avalanche of Printed Numbers. Humanities in Society, 1982 ( 5), S. 279-295, S. 282.



Corpus Building

• Textual data

• Produced by OCR over scanned pages
• OCR- and segmentation errors

• Gothic font
• Unclear text boundaries

• Downstream problems: lemmas, part of speech, NER/toponyms, etc.



Der neue 
Schweizerische 
Republikaner
(1800-1801)

Schweizerische 
Kirchenzeitung

(1832-1870)

Neue Berner 
Schulzeitung
(1858-1870)

Allgemeine 
Schweizerische 

Schulblätter
(1835-1845)

Schweizererische
Lehrerzeitung
(1856-1870)

Volksschulblatt
(1854-1860)

Berner 
Schulfreund 
(1861-1867)

Appenzellisches 
Monatsblatt
(1825-1848)

Der neue 
Sammler: ein 

gemeinnütziges 
Archiv für 
Bünden

(1805-1812)

Bündnerisches 
Monatsblatt
(1850-1870)

Berner 
Taschenbuch
(1852-1870)

Appenzellische 
Jahrbücher

(1854-1870)

Gesetze, Dekrete 
und 

Verordnungen 
des Kantons Bern

(1807-1870)



The Corpus

• Meta data: URL of articles

• On e-periodica
• Identification of pertinent pages
• Compile list of URLs of scans

• Table recognition using in house GPU machine
• Using freely available pre-trained 

models
• Table Transformer [TaTra]: Smock et al 

(2022) from Microsoft research
• CascadeTabNet [CTN]: Prasad (2020)

• Combination of results
• Both models provide more 

detailed results
• Web interface for the exploration of results

S_AL_DE_BILDEVO_V2 
(collection="eperdioca")

Tokens ca. 34,900,000

Articles ca. 13,000

Pages (Scans) ca. 62,000



Model Combination
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Table Recognition: 
Adjusting Thresholds

• Free parameter: threshold for recognized tables
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Evaluation Interface

• Models trained with different data (modern 
documents)

• High threshold empirically 
determined using evaluation interface



Table Recognition:
Results
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Table of school absences

Translation: 
,[…] and, as one district education authority openly
admits, one does not like to take disciplinary and
punitive action against influential parents, whose
children usually make up the majority of secondary
school pupils, so as not to offend them.’

Source: 
Erziehungsrath (1847): Beilage VIII: Auszüge aus dem Bericht des 
Erziehungsrathes über den Zustand des Schulwesens im Kanton 
Zürich im Schuljahre 1846-1847. In: Bericht über die 
Verhandlungen der Zürcherischen Schulsynode 1847/48. Band 14-
15, Heft 1, S. 40-82, hier S. 45.



Early effects of digitalisation on society

In the increasingly important social statistics of the 19th century, categories and their combinations 
create a powerful understanding of the social with sometimes unintended consequences: 

“[T]here is a quite unintended effect of  enumerating, and I call this subversive. Enumeration demands 
kinds of  things or people to count. Counting is hungry for categories. Many of  the categories we now 
use to describe people are byproducts of  the needs of  enumeration. […] Yet the social classes are not 
something into which a society is intrinsically sorted. On the contrary, it is the early nineteenth-century 
counting-bureaucracies that designed the class structure in terms of  which we view society.” 

(Hacking 1982: 280)

Categories like Bourgeois children [Bürgerkinder], country children [Landeskinder], farmers' children 
[Bauerkinder], factory children [Fabrikkinder]



Outlook

− Improve table detection tool

− Improve OCR with AI

− Analysing table contents with topic modelling
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